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HAPPY FALL!!!

MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT

Greetings !
Virtual Awards Ceremony. Our thanks to Anne and Sil Sanders for providing
us with the opportunity to applaud our 2020 Annual Award Winners. If you
were unable to watch the presentation on October 4th, you can see the
production on YouTube by going to https://youtu.be/‐_F4XKVwB9g?t=295. If
you are typing in the link, the first two letters following the single / are ”‐“
(dash) then “_” (underline); the link is case sensitive.
Board Meeting. The WHWTCA Board held a virtual board meeting on October
3rd where all officers and members were in attendance. Due to the
cancellation of our planned 2021 Roving in Louisville, Kentucky in March, plans
are now underway to determine whether it would be feasible to host a Roving
at another location later in the year. The Board and the PACE Committee are
now in the process of organizing events for the club’s 2021 National Specialty,
which is planned for October 3rd through October 10th.
Yearbook. The Yearbook has gone to press. With any luck, you should receive
your copy in early November.
“Imprint” Just a reminder that the Fall/Winter “Imprint” publications have
been consolidated. The deadline for both articles and ads is October 30th. It is
anticipated that the publication will be mailed to you by mid‐December.
Be well and take care of each other.

Kathy Farrell
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CAN YOU HELP ???

WESTIE IMPRINT
FALL/WINTER COMBINED

Can you do it? Most of us absolutely treasure the wooden wedges we receive
when we initially achieve a title on our LWDs. We're now looking for someone
who can craft these wedges. If you have the talent or know someone who
does, please contact Lorraine Pelter at Lbeep@aol.com.

The fall and winter issue of the Imprint will be combined this year.
Due date for content and advertising is October 30st, 2020.
If you have it earlier, please go ahead and sent it along to us.

PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
RESPONSE

The Performance Committee solicited suggestions to improve the Versatile
Dog Award program in the Winter Imprint (pages 49‐51), the February and
April Westie Updates, and via email on the Club list and the Versatile Westie
list. We received seven suggestions from members. We considered each first
at our March meeting and again at our April meeting. We did considerable
analysis of the implications of each potential change.
Executive summary: PACE does not recommend any of the suggestions for
implementation. The Board of Directors have approved our recommendation.
Club members are reminded to review the article by Sil Sanders in the Winter
Imprint which reviews the 40 year history of the award, its goals, and the
principles that guide its rules and structure.
1. Suggestion: Quality Westie should be worth 1 point in the Conformation
Category.
Recommendation: Do not include but continue to observe and evaluate.
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Summary Analysis: The committee considered this in 2016 & 2017‐2018
and rejected it then and now because it did not represent sufficient “get
off the couch and have fun with my owner” time to earn a point. Other
sport’s 1‐point titles represent considerable training time and multiple
Q’s. While we rejected it, we agreed to continue to observe the title and
the value it represents over the coming year.
2. Suggestion: All Trick Dog Titles Should Get Points.
Recommendation: Leave the point values as‐is.
Summary Analysis: The committee considered this in 2017‐2018 and
again in 2019 and each time we felt they were appropriately leveled and
we rejected giving more points to Trick Dog titles. Trick Dog titles are one‐
time pass titles with a very informal judging procedure.
3. Suggestion: Change Scent Work and do away with NACSW Nose Work.
Recommendation: Leave as‐is due to the reasons explained below.
Summary Analysis: The committee extensively discussed a number of
ways to add AKC Scent Work to the existing Scenting Category in 2017‐
2018. We added it within the Nose Work sport because it is a variation of
the same scent detection sport.
The essence of this Scent Work proposal was to add a point to each 4‐
element odor title and give credit for earning two of the four element
titles at a level. The committee primarily considers the total off‐the‐couch
time for the dog and handler in training and showing, not the number of
Q’s. Further, in comparing the typical amount of work required to earn
the 4‐odor title with what is required in other sports, the current point
values seem fair and reasonable. As we collect more statistics in the
coming year, we will continue to evaluate the appropriateness of adding
“any 2‐of” accomplishments.
We had not considered removing NASCW before and can see no reason to
do so. NASCW is the founding version of the sport, quite formal and highly
prestigious. Removing it would hurt some Westies for no reason other
than some people’s dislike of anything non‐AKC. NACSW and AKC Scent
Work are complimentary and not in competition with each other so there
is no reason to choose sides. Both are fun and challenging for the dog and
handler.
4. Suggestion: Raise the Endurance Earthdog EE title to 10 points and do
away with the 10+10.
Recommendation: Leave as‐is.
Summary Analysis: The reasoning behind this suggestion is based on
Earthdog being the defining function of our breed and it ignores the total
amount of off‐the‐couch time for the dog and handler. E.g., we should
give the EE title a bonus.
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An analysis of the total time off the couch shows we are already generous
to give it 8 points which is the same at the Silver GCH, Obedience UD, and
Rally RACH. The EE is a prestigious performance title and is right leveled at
8 points.
There also is no compelling reason to do away with the 10+10 which was
originally specified well before the EE title was created. An EE requires five
double‐Q’s in ME and SE at the same test. The 10+10 requires 10 ME Q’s
and separately 10 SE Q’s.
5. Suggestion: Add RATCHX at 10 points and raise RATCH to 9.
Recommendation: Leave as‐is.
Summary Analysis: The reasoning behind this suggestion is based on the
belief that Westies were bred for hunting rats. While I am sure a Westie
in a West Highland croft would do multiple tasks for the farmer in addition
to hunting for fox, badger & otter, Westies are short‐legged terriers
designed to go to ground after the later.
The Committee agreed that the points should be matched with the
corresponding earthdog components but did not agree that the points be
increased since we did not increase earthdog points and because their
current point value is appropriate.
Consideration was also given to giving additional points for the
RATCHX. Since we do not offer additional points for UDX2, RACH2,
MACH2, PACH2, or OTCH2… titles, the Committee did not feel that we
should offer points for the RATCHX as well since the RATCHX is just 10
more passes of the same test.
6. Suggestion: Give Versatile Dog Awards to Westies who do a lot in a
particular category like companionship.
Recommendation: Not at this time.
Summary Analysis: A small number of Westie earn a lot of titles at a high
level in a single category, as demonstrated by the suggester’s dog who has
this impressive array of titles UD PCDX BN GN GO RM RAE3 RATI CGCA
CGCU FDC TKA. The dog and handler gets credit for lots of off‐the‐couch
time and are justifiably proud of their accomplishments. However,
Versatile Dog Award needs to honor versatility and too many of the skills
and experiences in that list of titles are similar and fail to show
versatility. The category system was added to allow us to add more sports
while maintaining the versatility requirement of the award.
Sil brainstormed a new award which he named Superior Senior Specialist
and worked out and analyzed several ways to define the
requirements. Using an intuitively reasonable definition that excludes
dogs with any VDA award and requires at least a 7‐point accomplishment,
about 4‐5 Westies a year would earn the award.
While offering it has a nice emotional feel, the committee was concerned
it was too ad hoc and we would get demands for a wide variety of similar
ad hoc awards. Since the Versatile Dog program continues to be modified
to add more areas of accomplishments, the Committee felt it was not
necessary to create this award at this time.
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7. Suggestion: Rally Master (RM) should be worth less than an RAE.
Recommendation: Leave as‐is.
Summary Analysis: The suggester noted that the number of stations to
earn an RAE leg is more than the number of stations needed to earn a leg
in RM. That is because the RAE requires the dog to qualify in two lower‐
level classes while the RM requires you to pass in only one class.
The two committee members who have been training for the RM and two
non‐Westie exhibitors who were consulted all strongly agreed that the RM
requires significantly more difficult skills to be trained. It is not the
number of stations but the difficulty of the stations that should be of
paramount importance. So it is correct to keep the RM at 7 points and the
RAE at 6 points.

MEDALLION REQUEST FORM


Medallion Request Form
The West Highland White Terrier Club of America is pleased to offer a
bronze medallion both for Best of Breed and High in Trial at regional club
specialty shows. However, it is necessary that each club request the
medallion(s) on the proper form. Additionally, the award must be listed in
the club’s premium list in the following manner:
Best of Breed. Bronze medallion offered by the West Highland White
Terrier Club of America, Inc.
High in Trial. Bronze medallion offered by the West Highland White
Terrier Club of America, Inc. (provided six or more are entered in
competition).
To obtain the medallion(s), complete this form and return it to the
Recording Secretary along with a copy of your premium list. Should your
club use a condensed premium list, please so indicate. Please acknowledge
medallion receipt by notifying the Recording Secretary at cajims@msn.com.
Note: any medallion not awarded must be returned.
Club_____________________________________________________
______
Specialty
Date___________________________________________________
I request a medallion for Best of Breed at the above Specialty.
I request a medallion for High in Trial at the above Specialty.
A copy of our premium list is enclosed showing the WHWTCA as
medallion donor.
Our club uses the condensed premium list. The donation will be listed in
the catalog and a copy of the catalog’s trophy page will be sent following
the show.
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Please send the medallion(s) to:
Name:______________________________
Position_____________________
Address:_________________________________________________
______
City:__________________________ State:___________
Zip:_____________________
Signed:__________________________________


TRINITY VALLEY
WEST HIGHLAND WHITE
TERRIER CLUB


North Texas Terrier Club
December 3-6, 2020
Dallas, Texas
Supt.: MB-F Opens Noon, 10/27 Closes 11/18



VALLEY OF THE SUN
WEST HIGHLAND
WHITE TERRIER CLUB

Greetings,
We are having our Specialty this year on Saturday, November 1st, 2020 at Rawhide
Event Center in Chandler Arizona.
Regular Class Judge: Mrs. Beverly Andersen Sweepstakes Class Judge : Mr Gary
Andersen
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Due to Covid 19 Pandemic Restrictions the club will not be offering hospitality or
reserved grooming this year. No Challenge trophies will be displayed.
Trophies will be cash prizes.
If you plan to enter be prompt, as Onofrio Superintendent will post an entry opening
date and time. There will be a cluster limit or entries per day.
VSWHWTC President
Nancy Stolsmark

ROVING TROPHY
DONORS 2020/2021

Thanks to the following generous 2020 Roving Trophy Donors!! Don’t fear ‐ ALL of the
beautiful trophies will be used for the 2021 Roving in Louisville!!
Many thanks to Margaret Anthony for her very generous donation for all of the
supported entry trophies!!
Margaret Anthony
Fred & Duffy Askin
Lindy Barrow (2)
Helen Bixenman (2)
Cathy Blacklock
Rebecca Cross
Darlene Cox Davis
Kathleen Farrell & Elizabeth Carroll
Cheryl Flanagan
Kenny & Suzanne Fodill (2)
Jane Forster
Carol Hufnagel
Bobby & SueBeth Jordan
George & Jane Kays
Jim & Tina McCain
Mary Ann Neal (2)
Jamie Pressley & Scotty Newton
Joanne Nisbeth
Jim & Judy Nuss
Lou & Lisa Pacheco and Deb Sullivan
Gloria & Rich Pasquini
Tammy Scott
Jared Sporlader
Phylis Norton Steeves
Barb Tiskos
Roxanna Twedt
Eddy & Jennifer Vaturo
Sharon Wilson (2)
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FROM YOUR IMPRINT
TEAM

2020 FUTURITY &
MATURITY

2020 Futurity / Maturity Announcement
HAVE YOU REGISTERED YOUR LITTER??
Please remember that we once again have our annual Futurity/Maturity event at
Kimberton in 2020. This is the event that lets us show our pride in our breeding
programs and gives others the opportunity to see our results.
Show your pride and enter your litters. We will continue to remind you, so you do not
forget. Last year many members forgot to register their litters and missed the
opportunity to participate in this very special event!! See the website for the necessary
form to register for the Futurity and Maturity.
It is never too soon to be planning ahead and remembering this important part of
our annual specialty!
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WHWTCA MEMBERSHIP CHAIRPERSON:
Darlene Cox Davis
10119 N. 60th Street West
Porter, OK 74454
918‐688‐0313 (cell)
ridgmar@aol.com

ATTENTION REGIONAL
CLUBS

IS YOUR REGIONAL SPECIALTY ON THE WEBSITE CHART???
Calling all Regional Clubs! Please send your specialty date(s) and judges to
ctrudeau@optonline.net as soon as possible. If we can get it up in January our
members can start planning the shows to attend in 2019! As soon as we hear from
some of the clubs we will start putting up the chart for the coming year.
ctrudeau@optonline.net

25 YEAR MEMBER BIOS

Attention all WHWTCA Members!!
Please remember if you are a 25‐year member of the WHWTCA, you should be sending
in your bio for the History Project. We are missing a number of these bios and they are
so important in helping us maintain our history and archives.
You can find details about the History Project Bios on the website at:
http://www.westieclubamerica.com/whwtca/WHWTCA‐Verbal‐History‐Project.html

2020 WESTIE IMPRINT
LOTTERY WINNERS

Placement
Spring
Front Cover
Back Cover
Inside Front
Inside Back

Winner 1
Deadline Feb 28th
Susan Chapman (MVW 2019)
Paula Cohen
Pam Downey
Carlton Dee

2 Runner up

Joan Giancola
Kathy Latz
Martha Skapof

Fall
Front Cover
Back Cover
Inside Front
Inside Back

Deadline Aug 31
Latz Kathy
Sandy Campbell
Martha Skapof
Cindy Ladutko

Joan Giancola
Gloria Pasquini
Dee Carlton
None
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NEW ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITY
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IMPRINT VOLUNTEERS
AND RULES
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NEW ADVERTISING
DETAILS

CALLING ALL WRITERS

Did you promise to send in an article for the Imprint? Do you have the urge to write
about a topic that would be of interest to fellow Westie owners? Do you have hidden
writing talents that you would like to share?
Please consider writing an article for the Imprint and send it along to Lee Trudeau at
ctrudeau@optonline.net
There are so many areas of interest that we would love to read about…..so please
consider contributing to the next issue.
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Articles due by October 30th.
We look forward to your contributions.
Thank you!

San Francisco Bay West Highland White Terrier Club Updates
Lisa Blutman, President
We are beginning to see cancellations into 2021.
For 2021, our goal is to have two specialties. Our Spring show will be a designated
show with the Northern California Terrier Association and our Fall, a designated show
with Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers Association. We also hope to have at least two
fun events. More to come as we get closer to re‐opening the State.
Stay healthy and have fun.

As of April 26, 2020, the officers and directors of the WHWTCGD are as follows:
Lisanne Smith, President
Mary McArthur, Vice President
Diane Gustafson, Secretary
Hollie Hunter, Treasurer
Linda Limon, Director
John McKnight, Director
Cindy Higginbotham, Director
Thank you,
Lisanne Smith
President
WHWTCGD
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CALLING ALL WESTIES
The Westie Foundation of America (WFA) is working with Dr. Elia Tate‐Wojno, Cornell
University on an Atopy study needing more blood samples. This work is testing the
theory that allergic disease will have a different immunologic profile than normal
dogs.
We need blood samples from 10 Inhalant Allergic Westies and 10 Food Allergic
Westies. The criteria require that the dog not be on corticosteroids for at least 2
weeks and not have other pre‐existing disease such as Cushings, Diabetes, Addisons,
KCS, etc. Please email me (kmcscash@aol.com) if you are interested in participating.
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Protocol: Westie peripheral blood collection and immune cells analysis
1. Assess if Westie is a potential participant in the study. Participants must be
allergic OR non‐allergic, any age, either sex. Westies that suffer from a chronic
inflammatory disease other than allergy, including KCS, Addison’s Disease,
Cushing’s Disease, IPF, cancer, IBD, diabetes, or arthritis are NOT eligible.
Westies that have been treated with corticosteroids in the last 2 weeks are
NOT eligible.
2. Contact Seth Peng (Lab Manager, Tait Wojno lab) at sap226@cornell.edu to
request a collection tube and shipping information. Mr. Peng will provide you
with the number of tubes you require via mail.
3. Present client consent and study; obtain consent from informed owners.
4. Administer Participant Form and Allergy Questionnaire (see attached) to the
participant’s owner. Regardless of the outcome, proceed to blood collection.
5. Collect peripheral blood (≤5 mL) from the participating dog using provided
violet capped K2 EDTA tube (any blood collection site is fine).
6. Seal the tube with parafilm and place it in a shipping box on ice in secondary
containment.
7. Ship the tube via FedEx using the information provided to you by Mr. Peng:
Dr. Elia Tait Wojno, c/o Mr. Seth Peng
Baker Institute for Animal Health
Cornell University
235 Hungerford Hill Rd.
Room 135
Ithaca, NY 14850
(607) 256‐5632
edt42@cornell.edu
Scan and email the completed Participant Form and Allergy Questionnaire to
sap226@cornell.edu or fax to (607) 256‐5608.
8. Cornell FEDEX account number: 106376387.
9. Collections should be shipped Monday – Wednesday in order to arrive by
Fridays.
Westie Allergy Study Participant Form and Allergy Questionnaire
Date: ____________
Dog’s name: ________________________________
Age: ________
Birthdate (if known): ________________Sex (circle one): M
ATTACH PEDIGREE IF AVAILABLE

F

For the Veterinarian:
1. Has this dog ever been diagnosed with any a chronic disease, including but not
limited to KCS, Addison’s Disease, Cushing’s Disease, IPF, cancer, IBD, diabetes, or
arthritis?
 Yes
 No
Veterinarian, if your answer is yes to Question 1, please stop here. This dog is not
eligible for our study.
2. Have you or another vet diagnosed this dog with allergy, atopy, or atopic dermatitis?
 Yes
 No
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If yes, how old was the dog when you first diagnosed him/her? ________
For the Owner:
3. Does your dog do any of the following things listed below?
 Yes
 No
If yes, check all that the allergic behaviors that apply.
 Shake head constantly or more than seems normal
 Scratch, lick, or chew the face, paws, ear, tail, or belly constantly or more than seems
normal
 Scoot, roll, or rub on the ground or furniture constantly or more than seems normal
4. Has your dog had recurrent infections?
 Yes
 No
If yes, check all that apply.
 Bacterial infection
 Yeast infection
 Other

 Skin infection

 Ear infection

5. Do any of your dog’s relatives had similar problems or been diagnosed with allergies?
 Yes
 No

Don’t know
For the Veterinarian and the Owner of Allergic Dogs Only:
6. Are the dog’s allergies, allergic behaviors, or recurrent infections seasonal?
 Yes
 No
7. Has the dog ever received any treatment for skin problems or allergies?
 Yes
 No
If yes, please give details:
__________________________________________________________
8. Has the dog been taking corticosteroids (oral or topical) in the last 2 weeks?
 Yes
 No

New Fundraising Item
“Shake”
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Brand new item to the Westie Shop!! These lovely new aprons come in 4 colors with
original new artwork by our very own Deb Borgo!!
They are lightweight and beautifully made. Front pocket.
These would make a wonderful gift for your Westie friends, puppy buyers or a gift for
yourself!!
Priced at $30.00 which includes s/h
Comes in green, burgundy, blue and black.
Contact ctrudeau@optonline.net to get yours!!
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Older issues of Imprints now available at a discount!!
Mailing Guide for Shipping Imprints
Issues prior to
Shipping
2013
Cost each
Cost
Winter 2009
Centennial Ed.
$
6.35
$
3.95
one (1)
$
5.00
$
4.00
Two (2)
$
5.00
$
6.95
3 to 4
$
5.00
$ 10.95
5 to 10
$
5.00
$ 12.95
Shipping
2013 to Current
Cost each
each
2013, 2014
$
8.00
$
4.00
2015 ‐ 2018
$
8.00
$
4.00
2019
$
8.00
$
4.00

Shipping Method
Media Mail
1st Class
Flat Rate Envelope
9.5 x 6.5 Priority Box
Med. Flat Rate Box
Shipping Method
1st Class
1st Class

Note: Earlier issues, prior to Winter 2008 are
now available in very limited numbers.
To place an order, contact windkiss2@aol.com
Make checks payable to: WHWTCA
Mail Check to:
Bette Carroll, Circulation Chair
windkiss2@aol.com
Available Issues:
SPRING
SUMMER
FALL
2008
NO
NO
NO
2009
YES
NO
YES
2010
YES
YES
YES
2011
YES
YES
YES
2012
YES
YES
YES
2013
YES
YES
YES
2014
YES
YES
YES
2015
N/A
YES
YES
2016
YES
YES
YES
2017
YES
YES
YES
2018
YES
YES
YES
2019
YES
YES
YES
 = Centennial Issue – Winter 2009

WINTER
YES
YES*
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

WESTIE UPDATES – NEXT ISSUE
The next issue of Westie Updates will come out on or around November 6th, 2020. Please send your information, dates,
announcements etc. by October 30th, 2020 in Word Format only to ctrudeau@optonline.net

